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I support today’s report on big data as a useful contribution to the ongoing policy
discussion about the effect of big data analysis on low-income, disadvantaged, and vulnerable
consumers. One part of the report summarizes the concerns of several privacy advocates and
academics over the potential inaccuracies of big data analytics. I write separately to emphasize
the importance of evaluating these opinions in the context of market and competitive forces that
affect all companies using big data analytics.
The report details the use of big data as it affects low-income, disadvantaged, or
vulnerable consumers. Importantly, the report describes some of the many ways companies are
already using big data to benefit such consumers—and others. The report also recognizes big
data’s massive potential benefits. In addition, the report sketches the legal landscape implicated
by big data and offers questions that companies may find useful as they apply big data
techniques to solve their business challenges.
The report also describes certain concerns about big data tools raised by some consumer
advocates and researchers. Specifically, some fear that big data analysis will produce inaccurate
or incomplete results, and that actions based on such flawed analysis will harm low-income,
disadvantaged, or vulnerable consumers. 1 For example, some worry that companies may use
inaccurate big data analysis to deny opportunities to otherwise eligible low-income or
disadvantaged consumers, or to fail to advertise high-quality lending products to eligible lowincome customers. 2
Concerns about the effects of inaccurate data are certainly legitimate, but policymakers
must evaluate such concerns in the larger context of the market and economic forces companies
face. Businesses have strong incentives to seek accurate information about consumers, whatever
the tool. Indeed, businesses use big data specifically to increase accuracy. Our competition
expertise tells us that if one company draws incorrect conclusions and misses opportunities,
competitors with better analysis will strive to fill the gap. 3 Therefore, to the extent that
companies today misunderstand members of low-income, disadvantaged, or vulnerable
populations, big data analytics combined with a competitive market may well resolve these
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misunderstandings rather than perpetuate them. 4 In particular, a company’s failure to
communicate premium offers to eligible consumers presents a prime business opportunity for a
competitor with a better algorithm. 5
To understand the benefits and risks of tools like big data analytics, we must also
consider the powerful forces of economics and free-market competition. If we give undue
credence to hypothetical harms, we risk distracting ourselves from genuine harms and
discouraging the development of the very tools that promise new benefits to low income,
disadvantaged, and vulnerable individuals.
Today’s report enriches the conversation about big data. My hope is that future
participants in this conversation will test hypothetical harms with economic reasoning and
empirical evidence. 6
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